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• t.lby certify that I em euthorized to let for 1his egency in II\Itws pertlining to the dilPOlll of the egency'. NCOf'ds. 
thIt the records prQPOl8d for dilPOal in.this Ra:aUllt of 2 .... e.) .. not now ...-dId for the tuil_ of this 
egency or will not be needed ef18r the re1Bntion periods IPICified; end that writ1ln cancurrtnee from the General 
Aa:ounting Office. if required under the provisions of Title 8 of the GAO Manuel far Guidlncl of Federel Agencies. is 
ettached. 

A. GAO concurrence: 0 is attached; or @ is unnecessary. 
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2 9 JUL 1991 Directorate of Information Mgmt

7.	 t. GASOA '0.ACTION
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FLYING TRAI1UNG (Table 51-1)
(Applicable Air Force-wide) 

1	 Rule 11. Changed the disposition of completed
 
answer sheets to "destroy after exam s.coresare
 
entered in aircrew qualification record and
 
certified;" same disposition as current but
 
deleting unnecessary words. We also changed the
 
descriptions to delete excess words and accommodate
 added Rule 11.1. 

2	 R~le.11.1. Added, to destroy written exams when
 
superseded, obsolete, or no longer needed
 
whichever is sooner;" as the exams are us~d
 
continuously as necessary. Rule 11 currently
 covers the written exams.
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-11	 *qualifi- *completed answer sheets *at *destroy
cation to qualification/instru- Standardi- after exam 
answer ment exams zation/ scores are 
sheets and Evaluation entered in 
written Office aircrew 
exams qualification

record and 
certified. 

-11 open/closed book exams, destroy when 
.1 instrument exams superseded,
*	 obsolete, or 

no longer
needed,
Whichever is 
sooner. 
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